Quality Systems, Proven Performance

As the world's largest and most diversified manufacturer of thermoplastic piping systems, IPEX brings a world of knowledge to the heating industry. Our team of designers, technical support staff and field reps can help you create an efficient, reliable heating system for any application. Our business network is wide - from hardware and software systems to your local retailer and sales office, we take every step to meet your needs.

And we back it up every step of the way.

IPEX sales experts and technical support staff across North America are available to provide advice and assistance. You can call upon our Authorized WarmRite Floor contractors to install our professional heating systems. And you'll find the full range of WarmRite Floor components - pipe, tubing, control panels, manifolds and heating components - at leading heating wholesalers.

Benefits

Comfort
- Cleaner, healthier air
- Efficiency, low maintenance
- Lower operating costs
- No noise
- Adds to home's resale value

Quality Components
- Fast, easy installation
- Industry-leading Kitec XPA pipe or PEX Tubing
- Unique, time-saving pre-assembled control panels
- Expert design, technical and field support
- State-of-the-art design software and heating manuals

Design Flexibility
- New construction
- Retrofit
- Encased in concrete slabs
- Over existing concrete with thin topping pour
- Between floor joists under sub floors
- In-floor covering - ceramic tile, linoleum, carpet, hardwood, laminate
- Installed in walkways, driveways, loading docks, ramps

Our IPEX "Manual of Modern Hydronics" is the perfect reference tool, a written guide with everything you need to know about design, piping, controls and maintenance of radiant systems.
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Ideal for primary heating and floor warming

Hydronic radiant heating is a natural, even, comfortable, efficient heating method that can be realized in every way, replacing traditional forced air heating. In small, IPEX® WarmRite Floor can be realized in every way, replacing traditional forced air heating. In small, IPEX® WarmRite Floor can be realized in every way, replacing traditional forced air heating. In small, IPEX® WarmRite Floor can be realized in every way, replacing traditional forced air heating.

Ideal for industrial, commercial and institutional heating

Heat exchangers and air extractors with IPEX radiant systems reduce air and tank heat energy savings. Existing buildings are warm and customer satisfaction is excellent. This is true of all residential and commercial buildings.

IPEX® FastRite Floor is an industry leading system offering a practical, efficient, radiant heating system. By distributing heated water through a floor system, providing a warm, even environment in a house. IPEX® FastRite Floor radiant heating systems are the ultimate in natural, even, comfortable, efficient heating.

The ultimate in natural, comfortable, efficient heating.
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Clean, quiet, efficient radiant systems are quickly becoming the preferred heating solution in residential, industrial, institutional situations.
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Radiant Components for Every Application

Kitsc KPA Pipe and PEX Tubing from one source

IPEX is here because we are your full solution pipe and tubing vendor. Our combined Kitec® KPA pipe, unique PEX and flexible, that make the leading choice for radiant heating systems.

Kitec PPA pipe offers a tough with a corrosion-resistant base and PEX tubing is now available in a permanent freeze protection coating that prevents leaks in your heating system from freezing. Flexible PEX tubing is simply handled and installed. Shaped by hand, this takes shape in minutes. The result is the highest level of personal comfort and luxurious warmth imaginable.

Homeowners, contractors and manufacturers have in the past worried about the cost of installing floor radiant heating. For professionals, a comprehensive panel provides the ultimate in comfort, efficiency and reliability. IPEX offers a complete line of ready-to-install, pre-assembled panels that include radiant piping, accessories and manifolds. Perfect for new builds or existing heating systems, these panels are designed to be easy to install and come complete with everything you need.

Kitec PXA pipe and PEX tubing are ideally suited for supply and return piping in larger radiant heating systems. Kitec PXA pipe has been used for decades exclusively in the manufacturing of water pipes and fittings. Most water pipe manufacturers are switching to Kitec PXA pipe because it is strong, flexible and withstands temperatures up to 200°F.

Snowflake Matt Systems

Ideal for primary heating and floor warming

Radiant heating is a fast, active, efficient heat source for homes. IPEX WarmRite Floor can be installed in every room, replacing traditional forced-air heating. In small IPEX WarmRite Floor in any residential area where hydronic radiant heating systems can be installed.

IPEX WarmRite Floor includes practical, superior radiant heating solution. By distributing heated air, Forced air heating systems blow hot air into a room only to see it rise the ceiling. This phenomenon occurs because hot air is lighter than cold air. Cold air is denser. This results in the cold air descending to become warmer and more inviting to the touch. Efficiency馬上 is achieved by the control panel to your liking. These systems require a cooling tower and an auxiliary source to provide comfort heating and the system remains is to control the panel to your liking.

Piping of choice for heating applications, PEX for plumbing, Kitec XPA for plumbing, IPEX Kitec XPA pipe is built tough with a unique structure of metal and polymer. Our renowned Kitec® XPA pipe has unique features and benefits that make it the leading choice for radiant heating systems. IPEX takes the high cost associated with forced air heating systems. IPEX products are manufactured using applicable code requirements, then tested to ensure that products and components exceed industry standards. IPEX Kitec® XPA pipe is durable, flexible and reliable, and it cleans up quickly, leaving no mess.

Ideal for industrial, commercial and institutional heating

Heat exchangers can be integrated into a variety of systems, ranging from warm water to steam or hot air. IPEX WarmRite Floor makes it possible to convert existing systems to radiant floor heating. Ideal for primary heating and floor warming

Pipes and fittings are available in a wide range of materials, including polyethylene (PEX), polybutylene (PB), polypropylene (PP) and copper. Each material has its own advantages and disadvantages, and the choice depends on the specific application.

High-quality materials and advanced manufacturing processes ensure a long service life and minimal maintenance in the future. IPEX WarmRite Floor makes it possible to convert existing systems to radiant floor heating. IPEX WarmRite Floor makes it possible to convert existing systems to radiant floor heating. Ideal for primary heating and floor warming.
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superior alternative to forced air heating.

Also known as hydronic heating, radiant heating systems are the natural, even, comfortable, fuel-efficient heating.

WarmRite Floor radiant heating systems are the ultimate in water from a heat source through a piping network in the floor, practical, superior radiant heating solution. By distributing heated

IPEX WarmRite Floor makes it easy to heat any location for offices, stores, service facilities and more.

Ideal for primary heating and floor warming

Professional heating is a vital activity among floor heating systems for homes. WarmRite Floor can be installed in every way, replacing traditional forced air heating. In small, WarmRite Floor is installed in only select areas of the floor to keep specific areas, interior or outside from freezing and overheating from areas above and below.

Ideal for industrial, commercial and institutional heating

Heat various factors and interests with IPEX radiant systems and reduce significant energy savings. Stopping cycles slow SunRite Floor less than half the rate of traditional central heating systems found in factories and stores. At the same time it provides an unobtrusive heat comfort and aesthetic to the manmade.

The opening efficiency and control at hand by WarmRite Floor makes it the ideal heating solution for offices, stores, service facilities and more.

Clean, quiet, efficient radiant systems are quickly becoming the preferred heating solution in residential, industrial, institutional, commercial and residential situations.

Install IPEX radiant snow melt systems for improved safety and reduced maintenance in industrial, commercial, institutional and residential situations.

Keep your floors warm and inviting.

WarmRite Floor is an industry leading radiant heating offering a personal, support radiant heating solution. By distributing heated water from a heat source through a piping network in the floor, WarmRite Floor radiant heating systems are the ultimate in:

- Energy efficient
- Radiant floor warming systems deliver heat directly where it’s needed - at floor level. Objects, surfaces and people become less cold by the time the hot, floor, and the system

IPEX takes the hassle out of configuring for pre-assembled floor radiant heating components. By distributing heated water from a heat source through a piping network in the floor, objects, surfaces and people become less cold by the time the hot, floor, and the system.

The result is the highest level of personal comfort and business success imaginable.

Snowflake Matt Systems

Innovative Pre-assembled Control Panels

We’ll take steps to make your radiant heating installation built from scratch.

Forced air heating systems blow hot air into a room only to see it rise and cool. Airborne allergens, dust and dryness associated with forced air heating systems are all but eliminated.

Manifolds and accessories

As a result of high-quality, pre-assembled floor radiant heating systems, objects, surfaces and people become less cold by the time the hot, floor, and the system.

IPEX takes the hassle out of configuring for pre-assembled floor radiant heating components. By distributing heated water from a heat source through a piping network in the floor, objects, surfaces and people become less cold by the time the hot, floor, and the system.

The result is the highest level of personal comfort and business success imaginable.

Manifolds and accessories

The WarmRite Floor package includes an easy-to-use heating manifolds, heating components ready-to-install on the second, basement, and Kitec XPA pipe for the in-slab basement and snow melt portions of your system. Whatever your preference IPEX brand barrier Pex tubing gives you the option to mix and match pipe and tubing for certain areas of your radiant project.

Supply/Return Piping Solutions

Forced air heating systems blow hot air into a room only to see it rise and cool. Airborne allergens, dust and dryness associated with forced air heating systems are all but eliminated.

Kitec XPA Pipe and PEX Tubing from one source

IPEX offers Schedule 40 and Schedule 80 CPVC pipe Supply/Return Piping Solutions that make it the ideal heating solution for offices, stores, service facilities and more.
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The ultimate in natural, comfortable, efficient heating.

Ideal for primary heating and floor warming

IPEX WarmRite Floor is an industry leading system offering a convenient, hygienic heat source for residential, commercial, or institutional heating of floor spaces. Forced air heating systems blow hot air into a room only to see it rise up to the ceiling where it's needed least. The result is the highest level of personal comfort and luxurious warmth imaginable.

The WarmRite Floor package is completed with an extensive offering of manifolds, heating accessories, thermostats and system controls. The WarmRite Floor control panel to manage the delivery of warmth and comfort throughout your home.

Radiant Components for Every Application

Innovative Pre-assembled Control Panels

Kitec XPA Pipe and PEX Tubing from one source

IPEX is the one source for all your radiant pipe and tubing needs. IPEX offers both Kitec XPA pipe and PEX tubing giving you the option to mix and match these two high performance products to suit your particular application, IPEX XPA pipe has a unique five layer construction that makes it the leading choice for radiant heating systems.

IPEX is also able to provide a complete package for primary heating and floor warming with the Kitec XPA pipe and PEX tubing from IPEX. This product line allows you to select your size and make your own custom piping systems in a variety of colors and sizes.

Manifolds and accessories

Snowflake Matt Systems

IPEX WarmRite Floor systems are suited for topping pour for tile floors in bathrooms, kitchens and foyers. IPEX WarmRite Floor systems are suited for topping pour for tile floors in bathrooms, kitchens and foyers.

Kitec XPA Pipe for plumbing systems. Our renowned Kitec® XPA pipe has unique features and benefits that make it the leading choice for radiant heating systems.
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Quality Systems, Proven Performance

As the world’s largest and most diversified manufacturer of thermoplastic piping systems, IPEX brings a world of knowledge to the heating industry.

Our team of designers, technical support staff and field reps can help you create an efficient radiant heating system for any application. We bring business warmth to your home, workplace and outdoor heating systems in your school or workplace and safe, time saving snow and ice melt systems to any outdoor surface.

And we back it up every step of the way.

IPEX sales experts and technical support staff across North America are available to provide advice and assistance. You can call upon our Authorized WarmRite Floor contractors to install our professional heating systems. And you’ll find the full range of WarmRite Floor components – pipe, tubing, control panels, manifolds and heating components – at leading heating wholesalers.

Benefits

• Comfort
• Cleaner, healthier air
• Efficiency, low maintenance
• Lower operating costs
• Fast, easy installation
• Industry-leading Kitec XPA pipe or PEX Tubing
• Unique, time-saving pre-assembled control panels
• Expert design, technical and field support staff
• State-of-the-art design software and heating manuals

Design Flexibility

• New construction
• Remodeling
• Repaired in concrete slabs
• Over existing concrete with thin topping pour
• Between floor joists under sub floors
• On slab finish with topping pour or steepest slope
• Any floor covering – ceramic tile, linoleum, carpet, hardwood, laminate
• Installed in sidewalks, driveways, loading docks, ramps

Our IPEX ‘Manual of Modern Hydronics’ is the perfect reference tool, or written guide with everything you need to know about design, piping, controls and maintenance of radiant systems.

Our IPEX ‘Manual of Modern Hydronics’ is the perfect reference tool, or written guide with everything you need to know about design, piping, controls and maintenance of radiant systems.

With millions upon millions of feet of radiant piping systems installed, the IPEX WarmRite Floor name stands for quality, service and reliability. It’s the choice for radiant heating systems in North America.
Quality Systems, Proven Performance

In the world’s largest and most diversified manufacturer of thermoplastic piping systems, IPEX designs a world of knowledge to be leading the industry.

Our team of designers, technical support staff and field reps can help you create a luxurious radiant heating system for any application. We bring leading comfort to your home, commercial and outdoor systems to your school or workplace, and high-quality, time-saving snow and ice melt systems to your outdoor surfaces.

And we back it up every step of the way.

IPEX sales experts and technical support staff across North America are available to provide advice and assistance. You can call upon our Authorized WarmRite Floor contractors to install our professional heating systems. And you’ll find the full range of WarmRite Floor components – pipe, tubing, control panels, manifolds and heating components – at leading heating wholesalers.

Benefits

• Comfort
• Cleaner, healthier air
• Efficiency, low maintenance
• Lower operating costs
• No noise
• Adds to home’s resale value

Quality Components

• Fast, easy installation
• Industry-leading Kitec XPA pipe or PEX Tubing
• Unique, true-swing pre-assembled control panels
• Expert design, technical and field support staff
• State-of-the-art design software and heating manuals

Design Flexibility

• New construction
• Retrofit
• Encased in concrete slabs
• Over existing concrete with thin topping pour
• Between floor joists under sub floors
• Under sub floors with topping pour or sleeper system
• One floor covering – ceramic tile, linoleum, carpet, hardwood, laminate
• Installed in attics, driveways, loading docks, ramps

Our in-house design staff helps you create a luxurious radiant heating system for any application. Our technical support staff is there to assist you in selecting the right products and components for your project. We bring leading comfort to your home, commercial and outdoor systems to your school or workplace, and high-quality, time-saving snow and ice melt systems to your outdoor surfaces.

We back it up every step of the way.

IPEX sales experts and technical support staff across North America are available to provide advice and assistance. You can call upon our Authorized WarmRite Floor contractors to install our professional heating systems. And you’ll find the full range of WarmRite Floor components – pipe, tubing, control panels, manifolds and heating components – at leading heating wholesalers.

In-house design staff, industry leading software and system manuals

Floor systems are installed on professional heating systems. First you find the full range of WarmRite Floor components – pipe, tubing, control panels, manifolds and heating components – at leading heating wholesalers.

SALES AND CUSTOMER SERVICE

IPEX

9940 East 47th Avenue
Denver, Colorado
80238
Tel: (303) 754-0102
Toll free: (800) 473-9808
Fax: (303) 754-0109

www.ipexinc.com

About IPEX

IPEX is a leading supplier of thermoplastic piping systems. To provide you with the best in professional radiant heating and snow melt systems. Our products are designed and manufactured using state-of-the-art equipment and industry leading standards. Our product has been designed to meet the needs of any project and will provide the performance and durability you need in your system.

IPEX is a leading supplier of thermoplastic piping systems. To provide you with the best in professional radiant heating and snow melt systems. Our products are designed and manufactured using state-of-the-art equipment and industry leading standards. Our product has been designed to meet the needs of any project and will provide the performance and durability you need in your system.
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IPEX is a leading supplier of thermoplastic piping systems. To provide you with the best in professional radiant heating and snow melt systems. Our products are designed and manufactured using state-of-the-art equipment and industry leading standards. Our product has been designed to meet the needs of any project and will provide the performance and durability you need in your system.
Quality Systems, Proven Performance

In the world’s largest and most diversified manufacturer of thermoplastic piping systems, IPEX designs a world of warmth in the heating industry.

Our team of designers, technical support staff and field reps can help you create an efficient radiant heating system for any application. We bring business warmth to your home, commercial and offshore heating systems to your school or workplace, and concrete snow and ice melt systems to any outdoor surface.

And we back it up every step of the way.

IPEX sales experts and technical support staff across North America are available to provide advice and assistance. You can call upon our Authorized WarmRite Floor contractors to install our professional heating systems. And you’ll find the full range of WarmRite Floor components—pipe, tubing, control panels, manifolds and heating components—at heating wholesalers.

Benefits

• Comfort
• Cleaner, healthier air
• Efficiency, low maintenance
• Lower operating costs
• No noise
• Add to home’s resale value

Quality Components

• Fast, easy installation
• Industry-leading Kitec XPA pipe or PEX Tubing
• Unique, time-saving pre-assembled control panels
• Expert design, technical and field support staff
• State-of-the-art design software and heating manuals

Design Flexibility

• New construction
• Benefits
• Retrofit
• Encased in concrete slabs
• Over existing concrete with thin topping pour
• Between floor joists under sub floors
• On sub floors with topping pour or sleeper system
• Any floor covering – ceramic tile, linoleum, carpet, hardwood, laminate
• Installed in sidewalks, driveways, loading docks, ramps

Hydronic Radiant Heating Systems

- Residential
- Industrial
- Commercial
- Institutional
- Floor Warming
- Snow/Ice Melt Systems

IPEX Software for the design of Hydronic Radiant Heating and Snowmelt Systems

- Residential
- Industrial
- Commercial
- Snow and Ice Melt

IPEX Radiant Design Software

- First Edition
- Version 1.1
- Software for the design of Hydronic Radiant Heating and Snowmelt Systems
- Residential, Industrial, Commercial

www.ipexinc.com
www.warmrite.com

Professional Radiant Heating Solutions

In-house design staff, industry leading software and system manuals

Floor systems include our professional heating systems. Pick your flow, heating panels, manifolds and heating components—at heating wholesalers.

About IPEX

IPEX is a leading supplier of thermoplastic piping systems. We provide our customers with one of the world’s largest and most comprehensive product lines. All IPEX products are designed, tested and marketed to ensure the highest quality and performance. Our products and systems have been designed for a broad range of customers and markets. Contact us for information on:

- Radiant heating systems
- PVC, CPVC, PP, ABS, PEX and PE pipe and fittings (1/4” to 48”)
- Industrial process piping systems
- Municipal pressure and gravity piping systems
- Plumbing and mechanical pipe systems
- Electrical systems
- Telecommunications and utility piping systems
- Irrigation systems

IPEX maintains a policy of ongoing product improvement which may result in modifications of features or specifications without notice.
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